Overview

Engagement is a key aspect of student success and there are strategies that can be employed by teachers to support an engaged learning environment. Attendees to this course will participate in discussion of this topic, will learn three key strategies that can be employed to support student engagement, and will draft a plan for implementing one of the three in their learning environment. Educators of all grade levels and ages will walk away with strategies they can use right away.

Agenda

0:00 – 0:05  Welcome
   Introductions, Meeting Controls, Learning Targets
   (5-minute duration)

0:05 - 0:07  Keys to Student Engagement
   Three Key Strategies
   (2-minute duration)

0:07 - 0:22  Connection
   Tools for Connection
   Key Points
   Q1 How Does Student Engagement Impact Assignment Completion?
   (15-minute duration)

0:22 - 0:37  Collaboration
   Tools for Connection
   Key Points
   Q2 How Does Student Engagement Impact Assignment Completion?
   (15-minute duration)

0:37 - 0:52  Choice
   Tools for Connection
   Key Points
   Q3 How Does Student Engagement Impact Assignment Completion?
   (15-minute duration)
Reflection and Review

Tools for Connection
Key Points
Q4 How Does Student Engagement Impact Assignment Completion?
(3-minute duration)

Closing Questions and Answers
(5-minute duration)

Resources

- Microsoft Educator Center
- Microsoft Teams Course 4: Assignments and Feedback